Tuesday, September 24 2019

Newsletter: Issue No.091

Dear Readers,
Welcome to the issue #91 of our What Can You Do Weekly Newsletter!
We hope you enjoy reading the latest update on SDGs. Each week we give you a
selection of shocking facts as used in the original development of the SDGs to share
with family & friends, encouraging them to become more active and to join our
community to “Save our World”!
Please let us know if you have any questions, or would like to suggest an idea for our newsfeed,
please send us an email: motherearth@whatcanyoudo.earth
Find us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/WCYDO_Earth
Follow our Facebook feed: https://www.facebook.com/WCYDO.Earth/
Find out more about the APP: h
 ttps://whatcanyoudo.earth/your-impact/snapshot-app/

here

To contact and/or donate to What Can You Do APP please click 

Interesting topics
● A healthier, more educated, yet still unequal world. Read more here.
● The climate crisis explained in 10 charts. Read more here.
● “It’s finding something new in the old”: how fashion can confront the climate
crisis. Find out more via the link.
● Air pollution reaches the placenta during pregnancy, new study finds.
● The gloves are off: “predatory” climate deniers are a threat to our children.
Follow the link for more information.
● Climate change report card: These countries are reaching targets. Read here.
● Climate change action: we can’t all be Greta, but your choices have a ripple
effect. Read here.
● North America has lost nearly 3 billion birds in the last 50 years - another sign
that we’re in the middle of a 6th mass extinction. Read more here.
● Scientists tested children and 97 percent contained toxic plastic byproducts.
Learn more here.
● Climate change: warming to drive “robust increase” in UK flooding. Read here.
● Greta to Senate: sorry, but please do more. Follow the link to read more.
● Neonics may be killing birds in addition to bees, groundbreaking study finds.
● The US does not have “the world’s cleanest and safest air”, as Trump has
claimed. These are the 8 states with the worst air pollution. Read more here.
● Faster pace of climate change is “scary”, former chief scientist says. Follow the
link for more information.
● Global renewable energy initiative aims to bring a billion people in from the
dark. Read here.

Inspiration of the Week

CRANNOG - THE WOMAN WHO HELPS
ANIMALS TO DIE WITH DIGNITY
“Alexis has a life-threatening disease. She spends her time in the wooded expanse
of northern Scotland, where she takes care of dozens of animals who are also sick,
wounded or dying. Some have terminal cancer, some would otherwise be killed
because of their disabilities, some were saved from slaughterhouses. Alexis
provides palliative care for them.”
Read Alexis' Experience column about running the animal hospice
https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2018/sep/07/experience-i-run-a-hosp
ice-for-animals
Source:
https://www.theguardian.com/news/ng-interactive/2019/jul/12/crannog-thewoman-who-cares-for-animals-at-the-end-of-their-lives-video

Facts of the week
( Please share these facts with friends, family and work colleagues and encourage them
to join our community and help create a safer, fairer world for all)
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